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In this paper, we show that duplex surface treatment, combining oxygen diffusion hardening
with the subsequent deposition of thick, low-friction nanocomposite nc-MeC/a-C coatings to
improve the tribological properties of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy. We have synthesized, in a magnetron
sputtering process, the nanocomposite nc-MeC/a-C coatings (where Me denotes W or Ti
transition metal) consisting of two dissimilar materials (nanocrystallites of transition metal
carbides MeC and an amorphous carbon matrix a-C). The nano and microstructure of the
substrate material and coatings were examined with the use of scanning and transmission
electron microscopy as well as by X-ray diffractometry. It was found that different carbide
nanocrystals of the same transition metal were embedded in an amorphous carbon matrix of
both coatings. The HRTEM analysis indicated that the volume fraction of tungsten carbides in
the nc-WC/a-C coating was equal to 13 pct, whereas in the nc-TiC/a-C one the volume fraction
of the titanium carbides was equal to just 3 pct. The tribological properties, hardness, and
scratch resistance of the coatings were investigated as well. The coefficient of friction (COF) of
the coatings during dry sliding against 6 mm diameter alumina ball reached very low value,
0.05, in comparison with an oxygen-hardened alloy, whose COF was equal to 0.8. This low-
friction effect of the coatings has been attributed to the formation of a self-lubricating film in
sliding contact. The coatings exhibited similar failure morphology in the scratch tests. Even
though the hardness was rather low, the coatings exhibited a very good wear resistance during
sliding friction. The wear rate of the nc-WC/a-C coating was equal to
0.08 9 10�6 mm3 N�1 m�1 and for the nc-TiC/a-C one it was 0.28 9 10�6 mm3 N�1 m�1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CARBON-BASED nanocomposite coatings have
been intensively investigated in the last decade due to
the possibility of synthesis of numerous new materials
with unique properties. A general feature of such
nanocomposite coatings is a host amorphous carbon
matrix with inclusions of another phase or phases
(crystalline or amorphous) uniformly embedded in it,
with one (or more) of these items having a characteristic
length scale of the range 1 ‚ 100 nm.[1] Low-friction
nanocomposite coatings based on the dispersion of

titanium or tungsten nanocrystalline carbides in a solid
lubricant phase, such as amorphous carbon a-C, have a
relatively low coefficient of friction (COF), reasonably
high hardness and a high resistance to wear.[2–5]

Understanding the nano/microstructure of the low-
friction coating is important while establishing the
processing–microstructure–properties relationship nec-
essary to develop effective low-friction systems. By
controlling the size and volume fraction of hard
nanocrystalline inclusions in a softer, amorphous matrix
and, as a result, the spacing between the nanocrystalline
carbides embedded in the matrix, the tribological
properties of the nanocomposite coatings might be
easily tailored. A decrease in the COF and simultaneous
increase in the wear resistance of coated components
should increase the life-time and reliability of machine
parts and reduce operating costs. In addition, imple-
mentation of self-lubricating nc-MeC/a-C coatings
allows users to reduce the use of costly lubricants,
eliminate harmful oil waste and has a significant
beneficial effect on environmental protection.[2,6]

The performance of nanocomposite coatings with a
low COF is strongly influenced by their micro/nano-
structure.[7,8] The micro/nanostructure characterization
of thin coatings is essentially a complex task and can be
best performed by means of advanced transmission
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electron microscopy (TEM). Advanced TEM allows
precise phase identification in multiphase and/or multi-
layered materials with a spatial resolution down to the
nano-scale. Analytical electron microscopy simulta-
neously gains information about the morphology, crys-
tallography, and chemical composition of the
investigated phases.[9,10] In the present study, analytical
TEM and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) were applied
for micro/nanostructure characterization of low-friction
nanocomposite coatings on a Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Knowl-
edge about the micro/nanostructure of the coatings
allows for a full interpretation of the micromechanical
and tribological properties, as well as the phenomena
observed during friction.

In order to improve the load-bearing properties of the
two (a+ b) phase Ti-6Al-4V substrate material, a hard
oxygen-rich diffusion layer was produced in the near-to-
surface zone of the alloy of a thickness of several dozens
of micrometers. As reported in the literature,[11,12] such
surface treatment can provide adequate mechanical
support for a relatively thin hard top nanocomposite
coating.

The present work is focused on:

(i) a detailed characterization of the nano/microstruc-
ture of thick nc-WC/a-C and nc-TiC/a-C coatings
deposited on an oxygen-hardened Ti-6Al-4V alloy
by DC magnetron sputtering as well as determina-
tion of their hardness and scratch resistance,

(ii) investigation of the frictional behavior and the
wear mechanism of the nc-WC/a-C and nc-TiC/a-
C coatings in sliding contact with the ball related
to their mictrostructure and micromechanical
properties.

II. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE

The investigation was performed on a commercial
two-phase (a+ b) titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V of the
following chemical composition (in wt pct): Al—6.15;
V—4; Fe—0.18; N—0.01; C—0.03; O—0.12; H—0.005;
Ti—balance. It was delivered as a hot rolled and
vacuum annealed [at 1023 K (749.9 �C) for 2 hours]
by BÖHLER Edelstahl GmbH, Germany. The alloy
microstructure consisted of elongated grains of the Ti a
phase (hexagonal close-packed; hcp) of a length up to
2 lm and of grains of the Ti b phase (body-centered
cubic; bcc) of a size of about 0.5 lm. The Ti-6Al-4V
specimens were subsequently surface treated by oxida-
tion at 1173 K (899.9 �C) in the Ar+O2 atmosphere
enhanced with a DC plasma glow discharge.[12] During
such treatment, the Ti a and Ti b grains increased up to
15 and 5 lm, respectively. In addition, the grain
morphology of both phases was changed from elongated
to equiaxed. A near-to-surface region of the alloy
consisted of a diffusion zone, i.e., the Tia(O) solid
solution with interstitial oxygen atoms. Based on the
EDS analysis, the Tia(O) zone of the hardened alloy
after grinding exhibited a minimum thickness of 30 lm,
which also confirmed the results of microhardness tests

on a cross-section of the alloy. A detailed description of
the oxygen-hardened microstructure and mechanical
properties of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy were given by Mos-
kalewicz et al.[2] As written elsewhere,[2] after oxygen
hardening, the hardness of the alloy increased from
3.4 GPa for the baseline alloy to 10.6 GPa for treated
one, while the elastic modulus reached 190 GPa. The
wear resistance in dry sliding contact was also improved.
The wear rate for the baseline alloy equaled
647 9 10�6 mm3 N�1 m�1 and was diminished after
hardening to 2.5 9 10�6 mm3 N�1 m�1. The friction
coefficient of the oxygen-hardened alloy against an
alumina ball was equal to 0.2 but only in the initial
period of cooperation up to 2000 cycles and subse-
quently reached the value of 0.8.[13] Thus, as it was
stated before, the hardening effect improving the
parameters of the material, results from the solid
solution strengthening combined with the solution of
oxygen in the Ti a phase.
The nanocomposite nc-WC/a-C and nc-TiC/a-C coat-

ings were deposited onto the oxygen-hardened Ti-6Al-
4V alloy by magnetron sputtering. The Ti-6Al-4V alloy
substrates before and after the oxygen hardening were
mirror polished. Before deposition, the substrates were
grounded with the use of silicon carbide sandpaper with
successively decreasing grit size up to 2000, and next
polished on a cloth-coated disk with diamond paste at a
grain size of 1 lm with the admixture of a lubricant. The
grinding and polishing process was performed easily
with the use of fine-grained materials and, after it, the
hardness of the treated (hardened) alloy was controlled.
The mirror flatness surface of the polished substrate
(Ra < 0.01 lm) and resulted homogeneity of the surface
texture did not influence the deposition process. The
only reason for the substrate treatment was to increase
the hardness of the near-to-surface zone of the substrate.
The specimens prepared that way were suspended

under the rotary table in the center of the vacuum
chamber of a B90 multipurpose magnetron sputtering
unit equipped with four circular magnetrons with high
purity targets of a 100 mm diameter and 9 mm thick-
ness: one made of tungsten (of purity 4 N), one of
titanium (of purity 3 N) and two of graphite (of purity
4 N). The optimal process parameters were selected
from the series of experiments published in earlier
papers.[2,3,6,14] The process parameters during deposition
of the nc-WC/a-C coating were as follows: the power of
the magnetron with the W target was equal to 0.25 kW
and that for the magnetrons with graphite targets was
2.1 kW (of each one of both) at an Ar pressure of
0.55 Pa. During deposition of the nc-TiC/a-C coating,
the power of the magnetron with the Ti target amounted
to 0.3 kW and for the magnetrons with graphite targets
it was equal to 1.55 kW (for each one) at an Ar pressure
of 0.4 Pa. To improve the coatings’ adhesion to the
substrate, at first a thin intermediate gradient layer was
deposited. The composition of this layer changed from
the pure metallic W or Ti and ended with a composition
of the complete nc-WC/a-C or nc-TiC/a-C coating,
respectively. During deposition, the substrates were
biased with a negative unipolar sinusoidal potential of
a medium frequency of 150 kHz and amplitude of 50 V
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modulated at a frequency of 2 kHz. The resulting bias
current changed in the range of 100 to 130 mA. Several
deposition processes of both coatings were performed
for optimization of the deposition parameters.[6,14]

The investigation of the coated alloy nano/micro-
structure was carried out with use of the scanning and
transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) as
well as by X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and grazing
incidence X-ray diffractometry (GIXRD). The SEM
investigation was performed using a Zeiss NEON�

CrossBeam 40EsB. Analytical TEM and HRTEM
investigations were carried out with use of JEOL
JEM-2010 ARP (200 kV) and ARM 1250 (1250 kV)
microscopes on cross-section lamellas. The lamellas
were prepared by a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) NEON
CrossBeam 40EsB, followed by short ion-beam thinning
using the precision ion polishing system (PIPS) of
Gatan. The XRD (Bragg–Brentano, B–B) and GIXRD
patterns were recorded using a Siemens D500 Kristal-
loflex diffractometer with use of Cu Ka radiation and
plane-view specimens.

Phase identification was performed by means of
selected area electron diffraction (SAED), XRD, and
GIXRD techniques. The SAED and fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) patterns were interpreted with the help of
Java Electron Microscopy Software (JEMS).[15] The
phase identification was supplemented by energy dis-
persive X-ray spectrometry (STEM-EDS). The STEM
images of the size of 512 9 512 pixels were acquired
with use of an electron beam of a size of approximately
3 nm. Image analysis was performed using GATAN
‘‘Digital Micrograph’’ software. The thickness of lam-
ellas was determined by means of electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS). The particle’s size and its distri-
bution were determined based on a number of HRTEM
micrographs supported by AnalySIS 3.1 software.[16]

Tribological tests were carried out in a ball-on-disk
configuration in two modes—at a constant load in
rotation and at a progressive load in translational
motion. The coated titanium alloy disks were dry sliding
against an alumina ball of 6 mm diameter in static air of
a relative humidity (RH) 50 ± 5 pct under normal
pressure at a temperature of 295 ± 1 K (22 ± 1 �C).
Tests in rotation motion were carried out on a ball-on-
disk tribometer under a normal load (F) of 2.5 N. The
wear track radius was 5 mm, the rotation speed of the
disk was 120 rpm and the total number of revolutions of
the disk was 20,000. Tests in translational motion were
conducted on a ball-on-plane tribometer under a pro-
gressive load from 0 to 30 N on the path of 3 mm with
the speed of 15 mm/min. Before the experiments, the
ball and the coated disk were washed in acetone in an
ultrasonic bath and dried in a flow of dry nitrogen. The
tests were repeated three times and the reported friction
and wear values are the mean ones. The wear volume of
any specimen was calculated on the basis of the cross-
sectional profile of the wear track measured with the use
of a stylus profilometer and integrated over the length of
the groove. Wear rate (WV) was determined as the
volume (V) of the removed coating material in relation
to the applied load and to the total length of the friction

distance. The wear scars of the coatings and balls were
observed as well using light microscopy (LM).
Hardness and elastic modulus were determined by

means of an instrumented indentation test with use of a
CSM Micro Combi Tester (MCT) with a Vickers
diamond pyramid at a load of 10 mN. This load
provides the penetration depth of the indenter below
10 pct of the coating thickness. According to the Oliver-
Pharr method, the reduced modulus, Er, which is
calculated from the indentation data, is defined as[17,18]:

Er ¼
ffiffiffi

p
p
� Scon

2 � b �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

AðhcÞ
p ; ½1�

where Scon = dP/dh is elastic unloading contact stiff-
ness (calculated from the slope of the tangent of the
experimentally determined unloading curve); L is load; h
is displacement; b is geometry factor which takes the
values b = 1 for cone, 1.021 for Vickers, 1.034 for
Berkovich; A(hc) is the projected area of the contact (for
perfectly sharp Vickers indenter A(hc) = 24.5 9 hc

2); hc
is contact depth.
The reduced modulus takes into account the fact that

elastic displacements occur in both the specimen and the
indenter. The elastic modulus of the specimen called the
indentation modulus of elasticity, EIT, is given by:

EIT ¼
1� v2

1
Er
� 1�v2

i

Ei

; ½2�

where Ei is the elastic modulus of the indenter
(1141 GPa for diamond); m, mi is the Poisson’s ratio of
the tested specimen and the indenter (0.07 for diamond),
respectively.
The scratch test was performed using a CSM MCT

adhesion tester with a Rockwell C diamond stylus with a
tip radius of 0.2 mm at a load increasing from 0.01 to
30 N during 60 seconds. As a result of the scratch, test,
the critical loads LC1 and LC2 were determined, corre-
sponding to the cohesive and adhesive failures of the
coatings, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Micro/nanostructure of the nc-WC/a-C Coating

Coating thickness measured from TEM micrographs
was set as 1.8 lm (Figure 1). It was found that the nc-
WC/a-C coating has a columnar morphology, charac-
teristic for the zone ‘‘T’’ in Thornton’s structure-zone
model (SZM).[19,20] The column diameter was estimated
to be in the range of 10 to 200 nm. It is known from
literature that the columnar structure is often observed
in the magnetron sputtered coatings.[21,22]

The different zones (1 to 3 and the T one) in the SZM
model are classified depending on process parameters
(e.g., substrate temperature, gas pressure in the recipi-
ent, or ions’ energy reaching the substrate surface). The
substrate temperature is of great importance due to the
fact that, if the homologous temperature Ts/Tm (where
Ts is the substrate temperature during coating deposition
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and Tm means the melting point temperature of the
coating material) is lower than 0.3, the surface diffusion
during deposition is negligible and the coating consists of
columns of a 10 to 20 nm diameter, approximately,
separated by voids of a few nanometers in diameter. The
columns would have numerous defects and can be
amorphous.[19,20] In the present work, the homologous
temperature during magnetron sputtering was approxi-
mately 0.1, however the column diameter was distinctly
greater than that expected from the SZM model.

The columnar structure of the similar coatings (TiC/
a-C:H) was explained as a consequence of shadowing
effects that occur during growth, originating from the
TiC intermediate layer.[23] It was reported in the
literature that the boundary of the columns was rich in
carbon.[23,24]

The electron diffraction patterns (SAEDs) taken from
the coating were diffused and difficult to unequivocally
interpret. Therefore, identification of the phases present

in the coating was performed with use of the XRD,
GIXRD as well as HRTEM techniques. The XRD and
GIXRD patterns (Figure 2) show that different tungsten
carbides are present in the coating: W2C (trigonal
primitive; tp), WC0.98 (face-centered cubic; fcc), and
W3C (cubic primitive; cp). In addition, the presence of a
b-WC1�x (fcc) carbide cannot be excluded. The size and
spatial distribution of the carbide nanocrystallites in the
coating were investigated with use of the HRTEM
technique. It was found that the coating was composed
of nanocrystallites of a size 2 to 5 nm embedded in an
amorphous carbon matrix (Figures 3(a), (b)). The cal-
culated diffraction patterns were obtained with use of
the FFT. Analysis of the FFT patterns for particular
nanocrystals confirmed the presence of different tung-
sten carbides in the coating, most frequently of W2C (tp)
and, sporadically, of WC0.98 (fcc) as well as W3C (cp)
ones. As an example, a FFT pattern from a W2C (tp)
nanocrystal oriented along [234] the direction marked as

Fig. 1—Microstructure of the nc-WC/a-C coating on an oxygen-hardened Ti-6Al-4V alloy on top as well as SAED patterns below the image in
a sequential order and their identification. TEM, cross-section FIB lamella.
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A is presented in Figure 3(b). It was observed that the
nanocrystallites were non-uniformly distributed in the
coating. The neighboring nanocrystallites were sepa-
rated by an amorphous carbon matrix at a distance not
exceeding 12 nm.

A 160-nm-thick graded interlayer was present between
the nc-WC/a-C coating and the substrate material. Three
sub-layers, 70, 30, and 60 nm thick (marked in Figure 4
as A1-A3, respectively) might be distinguished. Analysis

of the SAED pattern marked as 2 in Figure 1 revealed
that the main crystalline component in this interlayer
was Wa (body-centered cubic; bcc). However, some rings
indicating WC0.98 (fcc) and W2C (tp) were also found.
The other component of these three sub-layers (visible in
A1 to A3) was evidently an amorphous carbon. The
STEM-EDS line profile microanalysis of the chemical
composition confirmed a gradient concentration of W
atoms in the interlayer, which decreased in the direction
from the substrate to the coating surface (Figure 4).
Contrary to that, the fraction of the amorphous carbon
in the interlayer increased together with the distance
from the substrate. In the substrate itself directly under
the interlayer, a zone consisting of the Ti a (O) phase was
demonstrated (Figure 1) with grains of the size 0.2 to
1 lm. This zone was produced during a preliminary
diffusion hardening of the near-to-surface zone of the
specimens from the Ti-6Al-4V alloy at 1173 K (899.9 �C)
in a glow discharge plasma excited in the atmosphere
Ar+O2 before coating deposition.

B. Micro/nanostructure of the nc-TiC/a-C Coating

Figure 5 shows a microstructure of the nc-TiC/a-C
coating formed on an oxygen-hardened Ti-6Al-4V alloy,
as well as the SAED patterns taken from the areas

Fig. 2—Bragg–Brentano XRD (B–B) and GIXRD spectra at inci-
dence angles ap = 3 deg and ap = 5 deg of the nc-WC/a-C coating
on an oxygen-hardened Ti-6Al-4V alloy.

Fig. 3—HRTEM micrographs of the nc-WC/a-C coating deposited
on an oxygen-hardened Ti-6Al-4V alloy. (a) General overview. (b)
Fine particle and the corresponding FFT pattern and its identifica-
tion.

Fig. 4—Microstructure of a W-containing interlayer between the nc-
WC/a-C coating and an oxygen-hardened Ti-6Al-4V alloy, as well as
a STEM-EDS line profile analysis of the W distribution performed
along a line marked in the micrograph. FIB lamella.
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marked in the micrograph as 1 to 3 with their identi-
fication. SEM and TEM investigation of the nc-TiC/a-C
coating cross-section showed that the coating was dense
and of a uniform thickness of 3.3 lm (Figure 5).
Microstructural analysis revealed that the nc-TiC/a-C
coating was composed of TiCx nanocrystallites embed-
ded in an amorphous carbon matrix. Similar to the

previously described nc-WC/a-C one, this coating also
has a columnar morphology. A columnar morphology
of the magnetron sputtered nc-TiC/a-C coating was also
observed by Shaha.[25] With increasing intensity of the
Ar ion impingement, brought about by increasing the
frequency of pulsed DC sputtering, the coating micro-
structure changed from columnar to column-free.[26]

Fig. 5—Microstructure of the nc-TiC/a-C coating on an oxygen-hardened Ti-6Al-4V alloy on top as well as the SAED patterns below the image
in a sequential order and their identification. An intensity profile along a line marked on the SAED pattern 1 is given as well. TEM, cross-sec-
tion FIB lamella.
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Due to the high volume fraction of an amorphous
carbon, the rings present in the SAED patterns taken
from the coating are diffused and, therefore, difficult to
unequivocally identify. However, a series of rings
corresponding to plausibly different interplanar dis-
tances of TiC and TiC0.62 phases (both of them face-
centered cubic; fcc) are visible in the electron diffraction
pattern intensity profile of the coating (Figure 5, dif-
fraction pattern no. 1, top right corner). Similar findings
were observed in our earlier work on a thin (~500 nm)
nc-TiC/a-C coating.[3]

The phase composition of the coating was also
investigated using XRD, GIXRD, and HRTEM. The
diffraction peaks on XRD and GIXRD spectra corre-
spond to TiC (fcc) and TiC0.62 (fcc) phases (Figure 6).

As shown in Figure 5, a 200-nm-thick graded inter-
layer formed between the nanocomposite coating and
the substrate. This interlayer was produced in order to
increase adhesion of the coating to the underlying bulk
material. Two phases—Ti a (hcp) and TiC0.62 (fcc) were
identified in the interlayer by the SAED method
(Figure 5, electron diffraction no. 2). The size of the
nanocrystallites of both phases in the interlayer evalu-
ated from the dark-field TEM images was estimated in
the range 10 to 70 nm. In contrast, it was found from
the HRTEM images of the top nc-TiC/a-C coating
(Figure 7(a)) that the size of the nanocrystallites embed-
ded in an amorphous matrix was in the range 1 to 3 nm.
With use of the FFT (Figure 7(a)), the nanocrystallites
embedded in the carbon matrix of the coating were
identified as TiC0.62 and TiC phases. The distance
between the nanocrystallites varied from 2 to 15 nm.
On the other hand, the Ti a and TiC0.62 nanocrystallites
of a size up to 25 nm were found at the interface
between the nc-TiC/a-C coating and the interlayer
(Figure 7(b)).

C. Quantitative Metallography

Quantitative metallography was carried out to quan-
tify coating microstructure. The following parameters

were determined: particles’ equivalent circle diameter
(ECD), mean diameter (d), particle projection area AA

(particle part of the projection area), and the volume
fraction VV. In order to gain representative results, 77
and 90 nanoparticles revealed by HRTEM were ana-
lyzed for the nc-TiC/a-C and nc-WC/a-C coatings,
respectively. The volume fraction of the nanoparticles
was estimated according to a procedure described in
detail by Wosik et al.[27] Table I contains the statistical
characteristics of the nanocrystalline particles embedded
in amorphous carbon matrices of both the nc-WC/a-C
and nc-TiC/a-C nanocomposite coatings. Distribution
of the nanocrystallites’ size (ECD) for the nc-WC/a-C
and nc-TiC/a-C coatings is given in Figures 8(a) and (b),
respectively.

D. Tribological Properties

The tribological properties of the coatings were
investigated in sliding contact with the ball in two
modes—at a constant load in rotation and at a
progressive load in translational motion. The effect of
the load on the friction coefficient and the load-bearing
capacity in contact load conditions of a coating/sub-
strate system were studied during sliding of an

Fig. 6—XRD (B–B) and GIXRD spectra at the incidence angle
ap = 3 deg of the nc-TiC/a-C coating on an oxygen-hardened Ti-
6Al-4V alloy.

Fig. 7—(a) HRTEM micrograph of the nc-TiC/a-C coating and a
corresponding FFT pattern calculated from the area marked as a
square in the micrograph and its identification, (b) HRTEM micro-
graph of the interlayer.
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Al2O3 ball of 6 mm diameter under a load in the range
of 0 to 30 N. Microscopic observation of the wear tracks
in translational motion revealed neither cracks nor
delamination of the coatings, even at 30 N. Indepen-
dently, a stable and uniform friction without cracking or
delamination was confirmed by the low and invariable
value of acoustic emission (Figure 9). Pressing of the
rigid ceramic ball into the coating under the load in the
range 0 to 25 N caused an elastic deformation only of
the coating/substrate system, as evidenced by the lack of
a groove in the wear track. The residual depth Rd

measured after unloading, corresponding to the load of
25 N, reached an average value of 0.03 lm for the nc-
WC/a-C coating and 0.04 lm for the nc-TiC/a-C one.
After exceeding the value of 25 N, the residual depth Rd

reached at most 0.04 and 0.12 lm for the coatings with
WC and TiC nanocrystallites, respectively (Figure 9).

The analysis of stresses and strains in the contact load
conditions of the coating/substrate systems is often
carried out with the application of Hertz’s theory, which
is extended for such systems[28] or forms the basis of
FEM modeling.[29] According to the basic assumption of
Hertz’s theory, the calculations must be carried out in
the elastic range. For this reason, in the contact of the
ceramic ball with the coating under consideration, at
first a mean value of the contact pressure was deter-
mined and then it was compared with the yield stress for
the systems.

In this paper, the mean value of the contact pressure
(pm) at the given load (assuming the stationary contact

of the ball with the plane at the given moment) was
designated in accordance with Hertz’s theory as[30]:

pm ¼
F

pa2
½3�

and

a3 ¼ 3FR

4E�
; ½4�

where pm is mean contact pressure, a is contact radius, R
is radius of the ball, F is load, E* is composite (reduced)
elastic modulus of the bodies in contact 1/
E* = (1 � m2)/E+(1 � m1

2)/E1, where E, E1, and m, m1
are elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the plane and
the ball, respectively.
The mean value of the contact pressure determined

for the loads from 1 to 30 N changed in the range of
0.46 to 1.43 GPa for the system with the nc-WC/a-C
coating and 0.37 to 1.14 GPa for the nc-TiC/a-C one.
Plastic deformation can occur when the contact pressure
is greater than the yield stress Y in accordance with the
relationship, pm > 1.1Y.[30–33] If pm is in the range
1.1Y< pm < 3Y the yield stress can be dependent on the
hardness (H), and for greater loads the H/Y ratio
receives a relatively constant value equal to 3.
The analysis of the deformation of the coating/

substrate system in contact with the Al2O3 ball of a
6 mm diameter shows that the maximum load of 30 N
used in the tests does not cause plastic deformation,

Table I. Statistical Characteristics of the Nanocrystalline Particles Embedded in an Amorphous Carbon Matrix of the nc-WC/a-C

and nc-TiC/a-C Nanocomposite Coatings

Coating Number of Analyzed Particles ECD (nm) d (nm) AA (pct) Vv (pct)

nc-WC/a-C 90 2.3 2.6 33.8 13
nc-TiC/a-C 77 1.7 1.8 12.3 3

Fig. 8—Nanocrystallites’ size distribution in the (a) nc-WC/a-C and (b) nc-TiC/a-C coatings.
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while the mean contact pressure pm corresponding to the
applied load is less than Y = 4.7 GPa for nc-WC/a-C
and Y = 3.4 GPa for nc-TiC/a-C coatings. This state of
deformation will also be retained when the mean contact
pressure is twofold greater, which corresponds to the
load distributed only on half of the maximum contact
area of the ball (pa2/2) sliding on a flat surface.

The COF (l) in sliding contact is generally composed
of two parts: an adhesive component, which is depen-
dent on the shear strength of the interface (S), and the
deformation component, also called the plowing term:

l ¼ FF

F
¼ A � S

F
þ Fp

F
; ½5�

where FF is friction force, A is area of the contact, S is
shear strength of the interface, and Fp is plowing term, F
is applied normal load to the ball.

The shear strength S at a high pressure depends on the
material parameters S0 and a, which represent material

properties controlling friction and can be described
approximately as, S = S0+ apm.

[34] The friction coef-
ficient can be reduced when the area of contact, the
shear strength, and the plowing contribution are min-
imized.
The values of these components depend on many

factors, mostly on the load-carrying ability of the
tribological contact. This is of particular importance
during friction of the coating/substrate systems when
exceeding the critical load at a contact point is condu-
cive to cracking of the coating and to subsequent
delamination of the coating. Below the elastic limit and,
for a relatively thin coating, the plowing component can
be omitted, and the friction coefficient is determined by
the shear strength of the interface and the area of
contact.
The friction tests showed a decrease in the COF

during an increase in the load, particularly for the loads
greater than 1 N (Figure 9). The change of COF in the
initial period below 1 N was the result of contact
formation and the resistance to motion depended on the
real surface roughness, which was not perfectly smooth.
Hence, the results are shown only for the range of 1 to
30 N. The nc-TiC/a-C coating has a lower friction in
comparison with the nc-WC/a-C one, which is due to
the higher volume fraction of a lubricating amorphous
carbon phase in the nc-TiC/a-C coating than in the
coating with the WC nanocrystallites. Due to the lower
hardness and stiffness of the nc-TiC/a-C coating, it will
have a lower shear strength too.
The decrease in the COF with the load increase can be

explained by the Hertzian contact model, which has
been previously used for analyzing friction of other solid
lubricant coatings.[34,35] The COF for a smooth and
rigid ball in sliding contact with a flat element with a
perfectly smooth surface in the range of elastic defor-
mation can be calculated with the formula:

l ¼ S0p
3R

4E�

� �2=3

F�1=3 þ a; ½6�

where S0 is interfacial shear strength between the ball
surface and the underlying wear track, R is radius of the
ball, E* is composite elastic modulus of the bodies in
contact, a represents the pressure dependence of the
shear strength.
The change in the value of the friction coefficient is

distinct from 0.13 to 0.09, but its range is small, due to
the specific nature of co-operation in such a test, where
the ball under progressive loading is in contact with the
coating only once on the path friction (Figure 10). Over
the load of 25 N the friction coefficient increased to a
very low extent. Hard carbide particles strengthen the
structure of the composite but may also disturb the
friction process and, in extreme cases, may cause a big
stress concentration. Tested coatings belong to the
group of so-called solid lubricants and their low-friction
properties are time-dependent, as confirmed in the
friction tests under a constant load during a long time
(Figure 11).
Comparison of the tribological properties of the

investigated coatings possessing different thicknesses is

Fig. 9—The resistance to motion and deformation of the (a) nc-WC/
a-C and (b) nc-TiC/a-C coatings deposited on an oxygen-hardened
Ti-6Al-4V alloy measured during sliding against the alumina ball un-
der increasing load.
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possible because they are relatively thick and deposited
on a substrate with a hardness and elastic modulus
comparable to the coating. Hence, an oxygen-hardened
alloy provides strong support for the coatings and
creates a uniform coating/substrate system.

The friction processes for both coatings in dry sliding
contact with the alumina ball at a constant load were
stable and ran in a similar way. The greatest changes in
friction force were observed in the initial period of the
sliding friction, which was related to the matching of the
contact surfaces. The average value of the initial COF
was equal to 0.07 for the nc-WC/a-C and 0.06 for the nc-
TiC/a-C-coated alloy (Figure 11). Then the friction
force slightly decreased with time until a constant value
was reached. The COF values in the steady-state period
were approximately 0.05 for the nc-WC/a-C coating and
slightly less (0.04) for the nc-TiC/a-C one. This low
resistance to motion, as well as its decrease as a function
of time, was due to the formation of a carbonaceous
third body material during friction. As a result, a self-
lubricating film was formed on the counter-face (i.e., on
the ceramic Al2O3 ball) in the contact zone, which
enabled the easy shear of the sliding couple and

protected the surfaces from destruction (Figure 12).
This film is assumed to be composed mainly of graphite-
like carbon atom clusters.[4,5,7] The rate of the

Fig. 10—Effect of the load on friction coefficient for the nc-WC/a-C and nc-TiC/a-C coatings.

Fig. 11—Dry friction coefficient of the nc-TiC/a-C and nc-WC/a-C
coatings during sliding against the alumina ball.

Fig. 12—LM micrographs of scars on the surface of a counter-body
(alumina ball) formed during sliding against the (a) nc-WC/a-C or
(b) nc-TiC/a-C coating.
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self-lubricating film formation was greater for the
nc-TiC/a-C coating as a result of a greater volume
fraction of the amorphous a-C carbon matrix in the
coating. Due to that, as well as to a lower hardness of
the coating, the contact area during dry friction of this
coating underwent faster and easier matching. The
lubricating film separated the surface of the ceramic ball
from that of the nanocomposite coating and effectively
decreased the resistance to motion. It is worth mentioning
that, due to the low friction as well as to a low load
applied to the ball which did not bring about the plastic
deformation of the coating, the deformation component
of the friction force was very small. The calculated value
of the Hertzian contact pressure at the beginning of each
sliding test was in the range of 0.5 to 0.62 GPa.

The wear mechanism of the nanocomposite coatings
with an amorphous carbon a-C matrix is frequently
explained in the literature in terms of the graphitization
process.[4,35–37] This process occurs due to transforma-
tion of the sp3-bonded carbon to the sp2-bonded one.
The latter is characteristic of a graphite-like hexagonal
structure with superior sliding properties, however, of a
smaller strength. The process of sliding friction provides
the energy required for the transformation of the
diamond-like to graphite-like carbon under thermal
and strain effects from the repeated friction cycles.[36]

In sliding contact with the Al2O3 ball, the wear of
both composite coatings was mainly of a micro-abrasive
and adhesive nature with no significant wear of the ball
surface. Adhesive wear occurred after the formation of
the self-lubricating film and may be due to the transfer
of this film to the counter-face and back to the wear
track, which was also observed by other researchers.[36]

The occurrence of hard particles in the contact zone
disturbed the steady-state sliding process with lubrica-
tion by the graphite-like film and intensified the abra-

sion. The different mixtures of the carbides W2C,
WC0.98, and W3C in the nc-WC/a-C coating and
TiC0.62 and TiC ones in the nc-TiC/a-C coating could
bring about changes in the sliding condition due to
different crystallographic structures of different phases.
As a result, distinct scratches along the sliding direction
and the wear debris at the edges of grooves, character-
istic of abrasive wear, were observed in the wear tracks.
The cross-sectional profiles of the grooves formed in the
coatings by the ball are shown in Figure 13. The absence
of pile-ups at the grooves’ edges gives evidence of elastic
deformations only in the contact zone. Suitable load-
bearing capacity of the coating/substrate system was
provided by a particular duplex treatment which
ensured an increase of the coating lifetime on the
hardened substrate in comparison with the one on a
baseline substrate and protected against severe
wear.[2,38] The profile of the wear groove in the nc-
TiC/a-C coating was more irregular than that in the nc-
WC/a-C one. The greater roughness of the worn surface
was due to a greater number of scratches formed as a
result of the micro-abrasion of the softer coating by the
hard carbides. The wear resistance of the a-C matrix
without reinforcing particles was significantly lower in
comparison with the composite coatings with WC and
TiC nanocrystallites. It is worth noticing that the wear
of the a-C coating during friction was caused by their
abrasion and delamination as shown in the previous
studies.
During the scratch test, the first cohesive cracks

occurred when the load LC1 achieved the value of 5 and
7.5 N for the nc-WC/a-C and nc-TiC/a-C coatings,
respectively, whereas the adhesive cracks were observed
at the critical load LC2 equal to 12 or 13 N for the nc-
WC/a-C or nc-TiC/a-C coatings, respectively (Table II).
Even though the resistance to scratching was rather low,
the coatings exhibited a good wear resistance during
sliding friction. The wear rate (WV) of the nc-WC/a-C
coating was equal to 0.08 9 10�6 mm3 N�1 m�1,
whereas for the nc-TiC/a-C one it was almost four times
higher (0.28 9 10�6 mm3 N�1 m�1), even though the
COF values of both coatings were close to each other.
This behavior can be explained in part by the lower
hardness of the nc-TiC/a-C coating, as well as by the
lower volume fraction of the titanium carbides in this
coating (merely 3 pct), which did not strengthen their
structure enough. In contrast to that, the wear resistance
of the coating with tungsten carbides nanocrystallites
was much greater, plausibly due to its greater elasticity
(Figure 9). The elastic strain to failure, which is related
to the ratio of hardness (H) and elastic modulus (E), has
been shown by a number of authors to be a more
suitable parameter for predicting a coating’s resistance
to wear than its hardness alone.[39–41] The high values of

Fig. 13—Profiles of the grooves in the nc-TiC/a-C and nc-WC/a-C
coatings after 20,000 cycles in dry sliding contact.

Table II. Mechanical and Tribological Characteristics of the nc-WC/a-C and nc-TiC/a-C Coatings Deposited on Oxygen-
Hardened Ti-6Al-4V Alloy Substrates (COF Values Measured During the Steady-State Sliding)

Coating HIT (GPa) EIT (GPa) H/E H3/E2 (GPa) LC1 (N) LC2 (N) Wv 9 10�6 (mm3 N�1 m�1) COF

nc-WC/a-C 14.3 176 0.08 0.094 4.9 12.4 0.08 0.05
nc-TiC/a-C 10.1 110 0.09 0.085 7.5 13.4 0.28 0.05
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theH/E ratio, above 0.1, result in high wear resistance as
reported by Pei et al.[41] Additionally, the H3/E2 ratio
should be a strong indicator of a coating’s resistance to
plastic deformation in this type of contact loading. The
value of the H3/E2 ratio for the nc-WC/a-C coating is
close to 0.1 and is higher than nc-TiC/a-C one, what
results in the higher resistance to plastic deformation of
the nc-WC/a-C coating as well as its higher wear
resistance. The ratio (Rd/Pd) of the residual depth Rd

to the penetration depth Pd obtained from the scratch
test was 0.16 for the specimen with the nc-WC/a-C
coating and was approximately twice smaller (0.29) than
that for the specimen with the nc-TiC/a-C one (Fig-
ure 14). This result was due to a higher volume fraction
of tungsten carbide nanocrystallites, which increased the
load-bearing capacity and rigidity of the nc-WC/a-C
coating. Additionally, the crack propagation in this
coating is more difficult, what is reflected in the reduced
plastic deformation during the hardness measurement.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Micro/nanostructure and tribological properties of
the nanocomposite nc-WC/a-C and nc-TiC/a-C coatings
deposited on an oxygen-hardened Ti-6Al-4V alloy by
DC magnetron sputtering were examined. It was found

that both nanocomposite coatings were composed of
different carbide nanocrystallites (few nanometers sized)
embedded in an amorphous carbon matrix.
The 1.8-lm-thick nc-WC/a-C coating was composed

of the W2C (tp), WC0.98 (fcc) and W3C (cp) phases (size
of 2 to 5 nm). A 160-nm-thick graded interlayer between
the nc-WC/a-C coating and the underlying substrate
consisted of Wa (bcc), W2C (tp), and WC0.98 (fcc)
nanocrystallites and an amorphous carbon. The nc-TiC/
a-C coating was 3.3-lm-thick and consisted of 1 to 3 nm
TiC (fcc) and TiC0.62 (fcc) nanocrystallites embedded in
the amorphous carbon matrix. A 200-nm-thick graded
interlayer consisting of a mixture of Ti a (hcp) and
TiC0.62 (fcc) nanocrystallites was formed between the
coating and the oxygen-hardened Ti-6Al-4V substrate.
The HRTEM analysis indicated that the volume

fraction of tungsten carbides in the nc-WC/a-C coating
was equal to 13 pct, whereas in the nc-TiC/a-C one the
volume fraction of the titanium carbides was equal to
just 3 pct.
The hardness of both coatings (10 to 14 GPa) and their

scratch resistance were low. In contrast, their tribological
properties were excellent. A decrease in the COF with a
load increase was explained by the Hertzian contact
model. The COF value obtained from the ball-on-disk
tests under a constant load in the period of steady-state
frictionwas approximately equal to 0.05 for the nc-WC/a-
C coating, and slightly less for the nc-TiC/a-C one, which
is a really low value for a dry sliding friction. This low
value of the friction coefficient has been attributed to the
formation of a self-lubricating graphite-like carbon film
in sliding contact containing clusters of carbon atoms
with the sp2 hybridization as, e.g., in the case of the
graphite plain bearings. This tribofilm was closely related
to the steady-state friction during sliding and the wear
mechanisms. The wear of the coatings was mainly of a
micro-abrasive and adhesive nature with no significant
wear of the ball surface. Thewear rate (WV) of the nc-WC/
a-C coating was equal to 0.08 9 10�6 mm3 N�1 m�1,
while for the nc-TiC/a-C one it was approximately four
times greater (0.28 9 10�6 mm3 N�1 m�1). The nc-TiC/
a-C coating was abraded more easily due to its lower
strength and hardness, brought about by a lower volume
fraction of the titanium carbides nanocrystallites (merely
3 pct). In contrast to that, the wear resistance of the
coating with a 13 pct volume fraction of tungsten carbide
nanocrystallites was much greater, plausibly due to its
greater resistance to plastic deformation.
Summarizing, the coatings presented above should

exhibit very good tribological properties if sliding
contact with a continuous coating is ensured and if the
load does not exceed the load-bearing capacity of the
coating/substrate system.
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